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About This Content

Customize your truck with a choice of dark and scary paint jobs! Halloween is a great time to be different and make your truck
stand out against the usual serious business look of vehicles found on the roads today. These spine-chilling paint schemes are in

fact perfectly good for use all year round - if you are into it!
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OS: Windows 7 64-bit
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Rather boring and limiting expansion. While it does portray Alexander's conquest of the Persian empire, there is little more that
this game offers. Very few factions, same scenario - the grand feeling of the scale of the original gamre or barbarian invasion is
just gone - I would recommend everyone to stick with the remaining parts of R:TW rather than to dive into Alexander..
Although this game is supposedly a "reimagination" of Adam's Venture Chronicles, it just feels like a poorly done remastered
version. There were maybe only a handful of new areas that weren't included in Chronicles. According to the developer, the
content and most puzzles are the same with the prime difference being the new look to the world and new game engine. I
enjoyed playing Chronicles more than this. Definitely don't buy both games. Pick one and only play one.

Essentially everything I said in my review of Chronicles applies to this game. The differences: This game is no longer episodic,
the story merely continues in multiple chapters. There are no longer hidden chests to find. The player can now control camera
movement. Jumping no longer pushes Adam backward. I prefer all the character skins in Chronicles over Origins.. I've played
this game less than 30 minutes and stopped. It's very dark with no way to adjust gamma only shawdows. There was absolutely no
loot in anything that I searched. Honestly couldn't search anything because there wasn't a way to access any items in the game....
I could only pick up trash and cans. I could not punch either and therefore had no way to defend myself against the alien
creatures. I constantly ran until my stamina ran out and then I died because I had no way to defend myself. I think that this game
could have potential in the future, but how can we play it now when there is really nothing to interact with other than alien
creatures that kick our butt because we have no way to defend ourselves... Just a thought, try and have fun playing.. Beauty
Bounce is actually better than the original game, with a more fair price for such little content. It\u2019s a full fan service visual
novel that doesn\u2019t try to be \u201cdeep\u201d or anything, it was made to be like this.

The same problem that happened with the previous game is still here, where Tomo\u2019s sprite is just a shadow, but we SEE
his f*cking face and body on CGs. There\u2019s no point on doing this if the reader already knows how he looks like. It
became annoying, to be honest.

BGM was okay, nothing memorable. The girls from the first game are back, and there are some new faces too. Overall,
it\u2019s an okay title if you enjoy lots of fan service. Even so, I recommend getting this title on a sale since I was able to finish
the whole game in around one hour (I have 3 hours of gameplay registered because I was getting the cards).

5\/10.. I usually don't play early access games as a rule but I threw a little money at this one because it looked fun and I was not
dissappointed. This is the type of game that will make you burn out your fingers playing and I loved every second of it. It's like a
smaller, faster, and flashy version of "mount and blade". I really think a more in depth level system is needed and by that I mean
don't change it just add more stuff because I am maxed out and have almost 60 points in both categories and i'm not even half
way through the campaign. Throw in a multi-player funtcion and you have a superb game on your hands. Thank you dev for
making a fun game and at a price you can't beat.. Great game, im waiting for an update but in the meantime, i just get in the
game to thrash some NPC's.. Pooring game and game play. what a waste of money. Don't buy this game. graphic is rubbish. not
matter what setting you put it. '#bin. This is a Pac-Man clone.
Yes, you've read that right. You attack the score by wandering around the map trying to collect all balls when chased by ghosts,
with big (or in this case, blue) balls making ghosts vulnerable and running away from you for a while.
There are some minor differences, though:

- the ghosts are creepy, not colourful and cute
- the layout of map and where the balls are is unknown and therefore you have to search a bit
- the ghosts do not block all the hallway, so you may dodge them if you're quick enough
- you don't "eat" the ghost when powered up, but shoot them.

Anyway, this is a very simple game with even more simple technical execution. It feels more like a Ludum Dare entry rather
than a sold game. I've paid about half an euro for it in a discount and it still seems too much.

The ghosts are cool and creepy, though.. Wow!!! that was freaking crazy... I STRONGLY suggest this title if you enjoy any
zombie game. I've never been so impressed, I cannot wait for the next part. I was on the edge of my seat! A GREAT GAME
Thank you so much for taking the time to make this.. This Update is really awesome.
We are waiting for Half-Life 3 c:
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worst game ive played in my whole life i want money back plus interest. A great experience to play with alone or with a friend.
Especially for the price. If you like a thought provoking game, I would highly recommend the title.. Makes my videocard/fans in
my computer make a godawful screeching noise, and the game doesn't allow for any tweaking of video settings to attempt to
resolve.. Nothing is clear, but very cool.. Great Trading Simulation. This does not work on a Mac system, great game thou..
4\/10

No Lobbies. Lots of glitches. kinda dull. none of the achievements contain any ambitious goals. Then i played one round where
it wouldn't let my hockey puck - shaped ball move, for all 12 shots. I understand its early access, and most of the footage I've
seen of this game has been good, with no bugs. For now, i do not recommend this game, as the bugs nearly made me break my
monitor. I still did have a lot of fun achievement hunting, but when you buy a multiplayer game, where you cant play
multiplayer, you feel like you wasted your money. For now, 4\/10. Hoping a Hotfix will solve all my problems.. If the voting for
the Steam Awards was happening now, this would be my vote for "Just Five More Minutes". I keep saying, one more run, then it
turns out it's 2 AM and I should be in bed.

Only downside I feel, is some of the Side Quest are very specific for randomly generated maps. Perhaps it is just RNG kicking
my♥♥♥♥♥
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